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CAVITY DETECTION

the advanced planning brie?ng for Industry presented 26 Jan.
2010 by the Combating Terrorism Technical Support Of?ce.

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT

There is also a need for effective pre-engagement detection

of snipers because a single shot casualty of a high-value target
is often su?icient to achieve the sniper’s objective and there is
often no intent to ?re a second round. Pre-engagement detec

This invention Was made With government support under
Grant Number N00014-09-1-0063 awarded by the United
States Of?ce of Navel Research (ONR). The government has
certain rights in the invention.

tion of snipers provides a proactive ability to eliminate or

signi?cantly reduce the threat of snipers by notifying the
potential victim of the presence and location of a sniper

before the sniper shoots. HoWever, each of the technologies
discussed above has de?ciencies in achieving reliable pre
shot sniper detection. Each of the discussed technologies
either suffer from optical limitations or temporal limitations.
What is needed is a technology capable of detecting a sniper’ s
Weapon before a shot is ?red Without optical limitations.

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This application claims the bene?t of US. Provisional

Application No. 61/314,638, ?led Mar. 17, 2010, entitled
“Pre-shot Detection of Weapons Utilizing Resonant Cavity
Detection,” Which is hereby incorporated by reference in its

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL
VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS

entirety.
20

BACKGROUND

invention.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an example cavity detection

Historically, snipers are a persistent military and security
problem. Current snipers are becoming more lethal at longer
ranges due to increased training and improved equipment.
The increased engagement range reduces the probability of

device that uses an autocorrelation function (ACF) as per an
25

aspect of an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an example cavity detection
device With an expanded signal processor block as per an
aspect of an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an example cavity detection

30

device con?gured to use a controller as per an aspect of an

detection and generally alloWs a sniper to in?ict a casualty
before he is detection. This single shot casualty of a high
value target is often su?icient to achieve the sniper’s objective
and there is often no intent to ?re a second round.

There are various technologies available for detecting a
sniper after a ?rst shot is ?red and detecting the source of
incoming mortar rounds or other ballistic projectiles. One
method is to detect the projectile in-?ight, be it a sniper bullet
or a mortar round, and track its ballistic trajectory in ?ight.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an example cavity detection
device as per an aspect of an embodiment of the present

embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of an example cavity detection
device con?gured to use a computer as per an aspect of an
35

embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 6 is a block diagram of an example cavity detection

From a series of measurements of a projectile’s location

device con?gured to use a computer as per an aspect of an

While it is in ballistic ?ight, the location of the Weapon from
Which it originated can be estimated. Alternatively, the pro
jectile’s trajectory can be estimated from acoustic signals
associated With the movement of the projectile in air again
alloWing one to compute the location of the Weapon from

embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating an example con?guration
that uses multiple receivers and associated geometry to deter
40

Which the projectile originated.
Methods for detecting and tracking projectiles utiliZe opti
cal, microWave radar, and acoustic methods. HoWever, inde
pendent of the detection and tracking modality, these meth
odologies require that a projectile be ?red by an adversary

mine the location of the cavity as per an aspect of an embodi
ment of the present invention.
FIG. 8 is a plot of the amplitude response of a resonant
cavity When illuminated over a range of frequencies from 26
GHZ to 40 GHZ.

45

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

before the detection can occur.

Embodiments of the present invention detect object cavi

There are also several less Well knoWn methods for detect

ing a sniper before he shoots. Physical Optics Corporation
(POC) of Torrance, Calif. proposed in 2007 to develop a neW

50

Pre-shot Sniper Detection (PSD) system that identi?es covert
snipers before they shoot, even in cluttered urban environ

ties. Some embodiments may be con?gured to detect a sniper
before he ?res his Weapon. Additional embodiments may be
used to detect other barreled Weapons. Embodiments may be
con?gured to detect numerous other objects With cavities

ments, in less than 2 to 3 seconds. The PSD system is based on

including many non-military applications such as exhaust

a multimodal, high-resolution, imaging optics package With

pipes, jet engines, cavity defects in surfaces, etc.

no moving parts and processing hardware that accurately
detects snipers. Argon Engineering of Fairfax, Va. advertises
an optical pre-shot sniper detection system With no speci?
cations listed. Torrey Pines Logic, Inc. of San Diego, Calif.
sells an optical retro-re?ection system (pre-shot sniper detec
tion), the Mirage 1200TM Beam 50. US patent application No.
2008/0259320A1, dated Oct. 23, 2008, entitled “Apparatus
and Method for Detecting Optical Systems in a Terrain”

55

objects Which contain cavities. An underlying phenomenol
60

There remains an urgent and unsatis?ed need for non

optical based pre-shot sniper detection as demonstrated by

ogy is a measurable frequency-dependent modulation of a
signal that occurs as a result of the interaction of an irradiating

signal With a cavity. The existence of this cavity-induced
modulation may be indicative of the presence of a cavity in
the presence of noise or clutter (other returned signals).

discloses an apparatus that utiliZes an active laser (light)

illuminator of terrain and analysis of the returned signal to
detect the presence of sighting optics associated With a sniper.

Since many sniper Weapons contain cavities, embodiments
of the present invention may be utiliZed to detect snipers
before they shoot. Embodiments may also detect other

65

In some embodiments, obj ect(s) maybe illuminated by an
electromagnetic signal at Wavelengths short enough to enter
into a cavity in the object. A cavity is a holloW place or a void
or empty space Within a solid body. Furthermore, a cavity as

US 8,599,061 B2
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used in this disclosure may mean volumes of a material With
one physical property contained in Whole or in part in an

nal receiver 120 may be tunable to at least tWo frequencies.

object comprised of a material With physical properties sen
sibly different from the included volume. Furthermore, if the
surface of the body is electrically conductive, then cavities as

signal analyZer 130.

The signal receiver 120 may direct the re?ected signal 114 to
According to some embodiments of the present invention,
the signal analyZer 130 may be con?gured to compute a
cavity detecting statistic 135 of the received re?ected signal
125. Optionally, the signal analyZer 130 may compare the

used in this disclosure may mean indentations in the surface.

Unlike simpler re?ecting surfaces, at least tWo different
electromagnetic Wavelengths interacting With a cavity may
reradiate signals Whose amplitudes have been modi?ed by the
presence of the cavity along a single angle from the cavity.

relative values of the received reradiated signals 125 With a set
of knoWn values for the determination of more speci?c infor

mation about the cavity such as Weapon type or cavity depth.

The cavity detecting statistics 135 computed by the signal

The amplitude may be measured by a signal’s poWer. This

analyZer 130 may be transferred to a threshold excedent pro
cessor 140 that outputs a noti?cation 150 When the signal

interaction phenomenon may cause the electromagnetic Wave

to be reradiated differentially in amplitude at different fre
quencies. Reradiated as used here may be used interchange

from the signal analyZer exceeds a predetermined or adap
tively determined threshold.

ably With the term “re?ected” depending on the manner in

Which the reader understands the interaction of electromag
netic Waves With materials. Alternatively, the interaction phe
nomenon may cause reradiated signals at a single frequency

to be reradiated differentially in amplitude at different angles
from the cavity. This differential radiation at different fre
quencies may express itself at a single angle of illumination

20

the multiplicity of bands deviates from a norm. The norm may
be some measure other than the simple average and may

consist of parametric estimation of the type of poWer distri

and reradiation or as a spatially amplitude modulated pattern,
the radar cross section, at a single frequency. The tWo phe
nomena being the Fourier transform of one another.
Example FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an apparatus 100
con?gured to detect cavities. Embodiment 100 includes a

The signal analyZer 130 may be as simple as computing the
average received poWer in de?ned frequency bands and deter
mining the amount by Which the poWer in each frequency
band exceeds this average. This is analogous to an anomaly
detector Which determines When the statistics of the signals in

bution as Well as its simple statistics. It may also take into
25

account non-uniform poWers (effective radiated poWer) and
propagation losses at different frequencies of the irradiating
signal(s) 115.

signal receiver 120, a signal analyZer 130 and a threshold

Example FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an embodiment of an

excedent determination processor 140. Additionally, in some
embodiments, a controller 180 may be employed to coordi

apparatus 200, Wherein the cavity detecting statistic(s) 135 of
30

nate the operation of the signal receiver 120, the signal ana
lyZer 130 and the threshold excedent determination processor

FIG. 1 is an autocorrelation function 235. Auto correlation

function 235 may be determined in many Ways including

taking the Fourier transform of the poWer spectral density

140.

(PSD) of the received re?ected signal 125. Autocorrelation is

The signal receiver 120 may be con?gured to receive
re?ected signal 114. Re?ected signal 114 may result from an
interaction of irradiating electromagnetic signal 115 With a

the cross-correlation of a signal With itself. Informally, auto
35

cavity 112. The effect of this interaction may cause reradiated
energy 114 at different frequencies to be at different ampli
tudes.

According to embodiments, the irradiating signal(s) 115

identifying the missing fundamental frequency in a signal
40

may include multiple frequency components. In some

embodiments, the irradiating signal(s) 115 may simulta
neously include a multitude of frequency components. The
multitude of frequency components may be above a cavity
dependent cutoff frequency. At least some of the frequency
components may be temporal in that they may be irradiated at
different times. Alternatively, at least some of the frequency
components may be combined.

45

50

55

one irradiating multi-frequency source 110. Irradiating
signal(s) may be generated using non co-located radiators.
These non co-located radiators may be located spatially dis

tinct from the signal receiver 120. The irradiating signal(s)

frequencies at Which the amplitude modulation of the PSD
peaks. Since the frequencies at Which these peaks occur may
be related to the number of Wavelengths in the cavity, the

length of the cavity (as determined by an analytical compu
tation of the only cavity length Which can produce that exact
integer relationship of resonant frequencies) may be used to
determine the length of the cavity. Hence, this may be a cavity
detecting statistic Which may also be able to provide internal
measurements suitable for cavity identi?cation and differen
tiation from other cavities Which are not of interest. Yet

60

115 may be generated by non-cooperating multi-frequency
sources such as commercial broadcast signals, radars, or

other serendipitous (perhaps there is a better Word) sources of

radiating ?elds.
The reradiated energy 114 may be received by antenna(s)
(not shoWn) and then directed to signal receiver 120 as
received re?ected signal 125. In some embodiments, the sig

One skilled in the art Will recogniZe that other statistics
may also be used. While the mathematical interpretation of
the Fourier Transform is the autocorrelation function, it may
just as easily be understood to be the spectrum of the PSD. As
such, a particular cavity, such as the bore of a particular sniper
ri?e, may exhibit a unique, characteristic PSD modulating
signal. In this case, the presence of that particular modulating
Where the Fourier Transform is not used is to observe the

ating signal 115 may not need to include a predetermined

Waveform. In yet another embodiment, the irradiating signal
115 may include a spread spectrum irradiating signal.
The irradiating signal(s) 115 may be generated by at least

implied by its harmonic frequencies.

frequency Would be a cavity detecting statistic. An example of

Irradiating signal(s) 115 may include electromagnetic sig
nal(s), acoustic signal(s), propagating ?elds, or the like. In
some embodiments, the irradiating signal(s) 115 may include
a randomiZed spectral component. In other Words, the irradi

correlation may be the similarity betWeen observations as a
function of the time separation betWeen them. It is a math
ematical tool for ?nding repeating patterns, such as the pres
ence of a periodic signal that has been hidden by noise, or

65

another cavity detecting statistic may be the ratio of the poW
ers of tWo predetermined received reradiated frequencies.
According to some embodiments of the present invention,
the threshold excedent determination processor 140 may be
con?gured to generate a noti?cation 150 When the cavity
detecting statistic 135 (eg an autocorrelation function 135)
exceeds a value. The threshold may include at least one value.

The value may be predetermined or dynamically determined.

US 8,599,061 B2
5
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Dynamically determined threshold(s) may be based on at
least one of the cavity detecting statistic(s) 135. The threshold
may also include a multi-variable function. James & James,
Mathematics Dictionary, 1966 de?nes: “A function of one
variable is a function Which has only one independent vari
able.” “A function of several variables [multi-variable] is a

detection 150. In this embodiment, threshold excedent pro
cessor 140 generates detection noti?cation 150 When mean

337 is determined to have exceeded the n sigma threshold
345.
It can readily be seen by one skilled in the art that there are
a large number of different statistics that may be computed on
the reradiated signal to determine Whether a cavity 112 exists.
These statistics may be based on the inherent result of the
illumination of a cavity With more than one frequency. This

function Which takes on a value or values corresponding to

every set of values of several variables (called the indepen

dent variables).”

irradiating signal 115 may not need to be of any particular

The predetermined value may be a factor multiplied by
cavity detecting statistic(s) 135. In some embodiments of the
present invention, noti?cation 150 may be a positive indica

form to recogniZe different cavities 112 as long as the
re?ected signal 114 has tWo or more frequency components

so that cavity detecting statistics can be computed.

tion of a cavity detection.

Alternatively, if there is angular motion of the cavity rela

The signal analyZer 130 may be more complex. For
example, the signal analyZer 130 may calculate the Fourier

tive to the re?ected signal, there may also be an amplitude

transform of the poWer spectral density. Mathematically, the
Fourier transform of the poWer spectral density (PSD) is the

may be seen With a signal that includes one or more than one

autocorrelation of the signal from Which the PSD Was formed.
The modulation of the PSD and the autocorrelation function
of the originating function are isomorphic to each other and
either of them can be used to effectively compute a con?dence
value that is then passed to a threshold excedent processor
140 module.
The threshold excedent processor 140 may determine

Whether the con?dence value produced by the signal analyZer

modulation Which is induced by the cavity. This phenomenon

frequency component.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an example cavity detection
device 400 con?gured to use a controller as per an aspect of an
20

shoWs the use of a controller 410. Controller 410 may be a

special purpose hardWare device con?gured to detect a cavity.
As shoWn in FIG. 4, controller 410 may control transmit
control signal 402 and receiver control signal 404. Transmit
25

threshold value can be a ?xed value or can be dynamically

altered based on the statistics produced by the signal analyZer.

like. Like our previous examples, irradiating signal 115 may
30

interact With cavity 112. The result of this interaction may

35

result in signal 114. Frequency selective signal receiver may
receive this re?ected signal 114. Receiver control signal 404
may control frequency selective signal receiver 120. Example
controls may include received times, received frequencies,
?ltering, or the like. The output of the frequency selective

value than one that is associated With a Rayleigh or other

statistical distribution of the non-cavity received signals. The
PSD may have different distributions based on the type of
noise and/ or the type of clutter Which is received by the

frequency selective receiver.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an example cavity detection

signal receiver 120 may be forWarded to controller 410 for
further processing. Controller 410 may use hardWare, soft

device With an expanded signal processor block as per an
aspect of an embodiment of the present invention. In this

example embodiment, a poWer spectral density processor 33 0
calculates a poWer spectral density (PSD) 335 from received

control signal 402 controls your radiating multi-frequency
source 110. Example controls may direct your radiating multi
frequency source 110 When to radiate, When not to radiate,
What frequencies to radiate at, What poWers to radiate at, or the

130 has exceeded a predetermined threshold value. This

For example, the threshold associated With a Gaussian distri
bution of poWer in the PSD may call for a higher threshold

embodiment of the present invention. This embodiment

Ware or a combination thereof to process received signal 125.

Signal analyZer 420 may include a series of modules
40

including: autocorrelation processing module 430, statistics

signal 125. The PSD is a computation of the received reradi

processing module 440, and threshold exceeded module 450.

ated signal’s poWer as a function of the Wavelength or fre
quency.

Autocorrelation processing module 430 generates an auto
correlation function 435 from the received signal 125 as

The terms Wavelength and frequency are used interchange
ably herein as it is Well knoWn that the velocity of a signal in
a propagating medium is equal to the frequency of the signal

described earlier. Statistics processing module 440 analyZes
45

multiplied by the Wavelength of the signal in that medium.
A Fourier transform processor 320 may compute an auto

correlation function 325 of the reradiated signal 125 by taking
the Fourier transform of the PSD 335. In alternative embodi

50

device 500 con?gured to use a computer as per an aspect of an

embodiment of the present invention. Some embodiments of
the present invention may utiliZe a computer 560 to perform
55

the signal processing required to detect a cavity from received
signal 125. Computer 560 may be a general purpose computer
con?gured to be able to receive signal 125 and control a

transceiver 520 using control signal 565. The received signal
60

125 may be received using a standard computer port such as
a USB port, a serial port, a parallel port, Wireless communi

cations, or the like. Similarly, control signals 565 may also be
transmitted and/or received using a standard computer port.
Computer 560 may also be con?gured to use specialiZed
hardWare to perform these interface functions. Transceiver

signal 125 may be used. When the ACF value at one or more

frequencies exceeds a prede?ned or adaptive amplitude
value(s) it is said to have exceeded a threshold or be a thresh
old excedent. When a threshold is exceeded, a noti?cation
150 to that effect is made available for purposes external to
the present embodiment. This noti?cation may be called a

ance should cause threshold module 450 to generate detection
150.

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of an example cavity detection

ments of the present invention, computation of the ACF could
be replaced by a direct computation of the ACF Without the
intermediate steps of the PSD and its Fourier transform.
Statistic Processor 330 may determine additional statistics
from the amplitude of the ACF 325 such as a mean 337 and
standard deviation 335. Other statistics may also be deter
mined to be useful. As shoWn in this example, the standard
deviation 335 may be multiplied by some factor n by a mul
tiplier 340 to generate an n sigma threshold 345. One skilled
in the art Will recogniZe that other ?xed value(s) or one Which
is computed based on a statistic of the received reradiated

autocorrelation function 435 to determine statistics 445 that
may be useful in detecting cavities 112. The threshold exce
dent module 450 determines When statistics 445 exceeds a
threshold indicative of a cavity. A positive threshold exceed

65

520 may be a radar device. For example, transceiver 520 may

be any type of transceiver capable of generating an irradiation
signal 115 and receiving a received re?ected signal 125.

US 8,599,061 B2
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pointing. These components of directional statistics may be
used to guide a projectile to a detected cavity. Similarly,
cavity detecting statistic(s) may be used to aim a weapon in

Signal analyzing module 567 may be a hardware module,
a software module and/or a combination thereof. One

embodiment may include running a software module devel

the direction of a detected cavity.
FIG. 8 is a plot of the amplitude response of a resonance
cavity when illuminated over a range of frequencies from 26
GHZ to 40 GHZ. Analysis of these measured values demon

oped using a mathematical, scienti?c or engineering compu
tation program such as Matlab or the like. In other embodi

ments, the software module may actually be an operational
version of the mathematical simulation program. Yet other
simulation program in combination with hardware accelera
tion modules.

strates the characteristic amplitudes at speci?c frequencies
that the signal processing described herein detects. Speci?
cally, this plot is the result of return signal measurements

FIG. 6 is a block diagram of another example cavity detec

from the irradiation of a .270 Win. Sako ri?e from 26 to 40

embodiments may utiliZe a combination of a mathematical

tion device 600 con?gured to use a computer 610 as per an

GHZ. It may be shown from this data that the frequencies at

aspect of an embodiment of the present invention. As illus
trated, computer 610 interfaces with a Ka band transceiver
650 using uni-directional or multi-directional control signals

which the maximum amplitude and minimum amplitude
occur are related to whether there is an odd or even number of

wavelengths down the barrel. The fact that these maximum

625 through process control 620. Received signal 655 is

and minimum values occur demonstrate that it is the internal

received from transceiver 650 by signal analyZing module

cavity of the ri?e bore which is causing the phenomenon

640. Computer 61 0 provides hardware to transmit and receive
the signals 625 and 655. Received signal 655 may be digital

rather than some external characteristic.

and/or analog. In the case where signal 655 is analog, com
puter 61 0 may need specialiZed receive hardware. A graphical

20

magnetic wave receiver and a threshold excedent determina

tion module. The frequency selective electromagnetic wave
receiver may be con?gured to receive a reradiating electro

user interface (GUI) 630 may run on computer 610 as an
interface to a user. GUI 630 may allow the user to specify

parameters 635 either directly or indirectly. Indirect speci?
cation of parameters 635 may be through the manipulation of
a graphical representation (or the like) that has meaning to a

magnetic signal resulting from an internal resonant phenom
25

receiver may be a frequency selective signal receiver con?g

ured to be used in temporally determining frequency speci?c
30

sented to user through GUI 630 either directly or indirectly.
The GUI may also contain audio or other perceivable com

ponents.
As shown, transceiver 650 operates in the Ka frequency
band. This band may be useful because of its wavelength and
the availability of low-cost components used in commercial
radar devices such as police radar guns. However, one skilled
in the art will recogniZe that other transceivers utiliZing other
frequency bands may be used as long as they exhibit signal
characteristics described herein.
In some embodiments of the invention, the apparatus may
be con?gured to detect and locate a sniper ri?e. In these types
of embodiments, the cavity may be a ?rearm bore. FIG. 7 is a

block diagram showing how embodiment(s) of the present

35

a receiver that can distinguish between a signal received at

receiver may be a wider band signal receiver con?gured to be

used in simultaneously determining signal statistics.
40

Another embodiment of the irradiating signal is to utiliZe
an irradiating signal which contains multiple frequencies in a
single transmitted waveform such as a chirp signal. The nec
essary PSD can be derived from the reception and extraction

of individual frequency components from the chirp signal.
45

Additionally, an irradiating signal may include random
pseudo-random or deterministic frequency components
transmitted in a random, pseudo-random, or deterministic
order.

As illustrated in this example, multiple reception antennas
(730 and 740) may be located at known positions relative to
apparatus 710. Irradiation source(s) such as irradiation source
50

Usable wavelengths for irradiating the cavity may be at
least those wavelengths which are above the waveguide cutoff
frequency, the calculation of which may depend on the elec

tromagnetic modes in the cavity and whether the cavity is
circular or rectangular in cross section or simply symmetric in
shape, as well as the polariZation of the irradiating and

measurements such as cavity detecting statistics may be uti
liZed to determine the angle 762 and 764 from the line

between the cavity 750 and the apparatus 710. Angles 762 and
764 may be used to determine the aZimuth bearing from the
cavity 750 to the apparatus 710, and/ or the elevation bearing
from the cavity 750 to the apparatus 710.
Receiving antenna(s) (eg 730 and/ or 740 etc.) may be

signal statistics. According to some embodiments, the fre
quency selective signal receiver may be con?gured to sweep
continuously or discretely step over a prescribed bandwidth
and receive wavelengths which have illuminated and been
reradiated by a cavity. A frequency selective signal receiver is

different frequencies. As a second example, the signal

invention may be used to locate a cavity such as a sniper ri?e.

720 intersects with cavity 750 producing re?ected signal 735.
Re?ected signal 735 may then be received by multiple recep
tion antennas (730 and 740). The signal strength and other

enon occurring within said cavity. Various embodiments may
use different signal receivers that are compatible with the

signal processing methodology used. For example, the signal

users and is capable of being converted into an explicit param
eter. These parameters 635 may be interpreted by process
control 620 control transceiver 650. Signal analyZing module
640 may process received signal 655 as described earlier to
generate noti?cation 645. This noti?cation 645 may be pre

Another example embodiment consists of a device for
detecting a cavity that includes a frequency selective electro

received signals (e.g., HH, HV, VV, VH, or RH or LH circular
55

or combinations thereof). The sweep bandwidth of this fre
quency selective signal receiver may need to be wide enough
to allow at least one complete cycle of amplitude modulation

resulting from the cavity induced modulation.
The output of the receiver may be transferred to a signal

either direction or omnidirectional as the determination of 60 analyZer which computes statistics of the reradiated signal. A

whether there is a cavity reradiating energy is determined by

statistic is, in its most general form, a numerical computation

the modulation induced on the reradiated signal by the con

on a set of numbers. The threshold excedent determination

?guration of the cavity as well as the angle of the receiving
antenna off the boresight of the cavity. For a speci?c cavity
750, the frequency at which the peak amplitudes occurs may
be different with angle off-boresight. This characteristic may
also be used to determine the direction that a cavity 750 is

module may be con?gured to generate a noti?cation when the
65

received reradiating signal exceeds a threshold.
In an alternative embodiment, material properties of the
cavity itself may change the characteristics of the reradiated
energy. Such properties include the internal surface of the

US 8,599,061 B2
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cavity and Whether it is made of electrically conductive, par

records, for the limited purposes required by laW, but other

tially-conductive, or non-conductive material. In combina
tion With or in addition to the material comprising the internal
surface of the cavity, the Walls of the material may be made of
a material Which is dielectrically or acoustically distinct from

Wise reserves all copyright rights Whatsoever.
While various embodiments have been described above, it
should be understood that they have been presented by Way of
example, and not limitation. It Will be apparent to persons
skilled in the relevant art(s) that various changes in form and
detail can be made therein Without departing from the spirit
and scope. In fact, after reading the above description, it Will
be apparent to one skilled in the relevant art(s) hoW to imple
ment alternative embodiments. Thus, the present embodi
ments should not be limited by any of the above described

the material in the cavity.
In an alternative embodiment based on acoustic signals, the

material in the cavity having physically distinct properties
from the material containing the cavity may cause interac
tions With the irradiating acoustic signal similar in character
to the electromagnetic signal. The similarity is the frequency
dependent reradiation of poWer that may be detected by a
signal receiver With cavity detecting statistics being com
puted in a signal analyZer. The determination of Whether a
cavity is present may be based on Whether the cavity detecting

example embodiments. For example, the irradiating signal
can be any type of propagating Wave and could be electro
magnetic or acoustic. The cavity can be open or closed and,

depending on the type of irradiating signal, can be made of
electrically conductive or non-conductive material or coat

statistic exceeds a threshold.

ings.

Alternative embodiments may be con?gured to respond to
cavities of different geometries. These geometries can
include symmetrical cross sections. Symmetrical cross sec

In addition, it should be understood that any ?gures Which
20

tions can be either circularly symmetric or simply symmetric

in Ways other than that shoWn. For example, the steps listed in
any ?oWchart may be re-ordered or only optionally used in

about one or more axes.

In another preferred embodiment, the apparatus is con?g
ured to transmit electromagnetic Waves at a the bore of a ri?e

or other Weapon Which is a cavity Which interacts With the

some embodiments.
25

irradiating electromagnetic Waves to alter their amplitude.
The cavity induced amplitude modulation of the reradiated
electromagnetic signals as a function of the exciting electro
magnetic Wavelengths alloWs one through the use of fre
quency selective thresholding to determine the presence of a
ri?e.
In this speci?cation, “a” and “an” and similar phrases are to

30

Finally, it is the applicant’s intent that only claims that
include the express language “means for” or “step for” be
35

40

thereof, all of Which are behaviorally equivalent. For

bore, the irradiating electromagnetic signal including a

Written in a computer programming language (such as C,
C++, Fortran, Java, Basic, Matlab, or the like) or a modeling/

as assembly, C, C++ or the like. FPGAs, ASICs and CPLDs

45

a) a signal receiver con?gured to receive a re?ected signal
55

resulting from an interaction of at least one irradiating
signal With at least one cavity;

b) a signal analyZer con?gured to compute at least one
cavity induced modulation detecting statistic of the

re?ected signal;
60

to achieve the result of a functional module.

c) a threshold excedent determination processor con?g
ured to generate a noti?cation When the cavity detecting
statistic exceeds a threshold.

3. An apparatus according to claim 2, Wherein the signal
receiver is further con?gured to receive said re?ected signal

The disclosure of this patent document incorporates mate

rial Which is subject to copyright protection. The copyright
oWner has no objection to the facsimile reproduction by any

correlation function exceeds a predetermined value mul
tiplying the standard deviation of the autocorrelation
function.

2. An apparatus comprising:

nal hardWare modules With lesser functionality on a pro gram

one of the patent document or the patent disclosure, as it
appears in the Patent and Trademark O?ice patent ?le or

multitude of frequency components above a bore depen
dent cutoff frequency;
b) a signal analyZer con?gured to compute the autocorre
lation function of the re?ected signal;
c) a threshold excedent determination processor con?g
ured to generate a noti?cation When a part of the auto

50

are often programmed using hardWare description languages
(HDL) such as VHSIC hardWare description language
(VHDL) orVerilog that con?gure connections betWeen inter
mable device. Finally, it needs to be emphasiZed that the
above mentioned technologies are often used in combination

1. An apparatus for detecting a sniper, comprising:
a) a frequency selective signal receiver con?gured to
receive a re?ected signal resulting from an interaction of
an irradiating electromagnetic signal With a ?rearm

example, modules may be implemented as a softWare routine

possible to implement modules using physical hardWare that
incorporates discrete or programmable analog, digital and/or
quantum hardWare. Examples of programmable hardWare
include: computers, microcontrollers, microprocessors,
application-speci?c integrated circuits (ASICs); ?eld pro
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs); and complex program
mable logic devices (CPLDs). Computers, microcontrollers
and microprocessors are programmed using languages such

interpreted under 35 U.S.C. 112, paragraph 6. Claims that do
not expressly include the phrase “means for” or “step for” are
not to be interpreted under 35 U.S.C. 112, paragraph 6.
What is claimed is:

described in this disclosure may be implemented in hardWare,

simulation program such as Simulink, State?oW, GNU
Octave, or LabVIEW MathScript. Additionally, it may be

tioners in the art Who are not familiar With patent or legal
terms or phraseology, to determine quickly from a cursory
inspection the nature and essence of the technical disclosure

of the application. The Abstract of the Disclosure is not
intended to be limiting as to the scope in any Way.

Many of the elements described in the disclosed embodi

a combination of hardWare and softWare, ?rmWare, WetWare
(i.e, hardWare With a biological element) or a combination

Further, the purpose of the Abstract of the Disclosure is to
enable the Us. Patent and Trademark Of?ce and the public

generally, and especially the scientists, engineers and practi

be interpreted as “at least one” and “one or more.”

ments may be implemented as modules. A module is de?ned
here as an isolatable element that performs a de?ned function
and has a de?ned interface to other elements. The modules

highlight the functionality and advantages, are presented for
example purposes only. The disclosed architecture is su?i
ciently ?exible and con?gurable, such that it may be utiliZed

65

resulting from said interaction of said at least one irradiating
signal With at least one cavity, said at least one irradiating

signal including at least tWo frequency components.
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4. An apparatus according to claim 2, wherein the signal
receiver is further con?gured to receive said re?ected signal

13. An apparatus according to claim 2, Wherein said signal
receiver is further con?gured to receive said re?ected signal

resulting from said interaction of said at least one irradiating
signal With at least one cavity, said at least one irradiating

resulting from said interaction of said at least one irradiating
signal With at least one cavity, said re?ected signal is above a

signal including an electromagnetic signal.

cavity dependent cutoff frequency.

5. An apparatus according to claim 2, Wherein the threshold

14. An apparatus according to claim 2, Wherein the cavity

includes a multi-variable function.

is a Weapon bore.

6. An apparatus according to claim 2, Wherein the threshold

15. An apparatus according to claim 2, Wherein said appa

includes at least one value.

ratus is con?gured to determine at least one of the folloWing:

7. An apparatus according to claim 2, Wherein at least one
of the at least one cavity induced modulation detecting sta

a) the aZimuth bearing from the cavity to the apparatus;
b) the elevation bearing from the cavity to the apparatus; or

tistic is an autocorrelation function.

8. An apparatus according to claim 7, Wherein the autocor
relation function is the Fourier transform of the poWer spec

c) a combination of the above.

16. An apparatus according to claim 2, Wherein the signal

tral density of the re?ected signal.
9. An apparatus according to claim 2, Wherein the signal
receiver is further con?gured to receive said re?ected signal

receiver is tunable to at least tWo frequencies.

17. An apparatus according to claim 2, Wherein the thresh
old is dynamically determined based on at least one of the at

resulting from said interaction of said at least one irradiating
signal With at least one cavity, said at least one irradiating

signal including a randomiZed spectral component.
10. An apparatus according to claim 2, Wherein the signal

least one cavity detecting statistic.
20

receiver is further con?gured to receive said re?ected signal
resulting from said interaction of said at least one irradiating
signal With at least one cavity, said at least one irradiating

Weapon in the direction of at least one of the at least one

signal including a spread spectrum irradiating signal.
11. An apparatus according to claim 2, Wherein the signal
receiver is further con?gured to receive said re?ected signal
resulting from said interaction of said at least one irradiating

25

signal With at least one cavity, said at least one irradiating

signal originating from a location spatially distinct from the

signal receiver.

cavity.
20. A device for detecting a cavity, comprising:

a) a frequency selective electromagnetic receiver con?g
ured to receive a reradiating electromagnetic signal

signal With at least one cavity, said at least one irradiating
signal generated using at least tWo non co-located radiators.

12. An apparatus according to claim 2, Wherein the signal
receiver is further con?gured to receive said re?ected signal
resulting from said interaction of said at least one irradiating

18. An apparatus according to claim 2, Wherein at least one
of the at least one cavity detecting statistic is used to guide a
projectile to at least one of the at least one cavity.
19. An apparatus according to claim 2, Wherein at least one
of the at least one cavity detecting statistic is used to aim a

30

resulting from cavity induced modulation phenomenon
occurring Within said cavity; and
b) a threshold excedent determination module con?gured
to generate a noti?cation When received said reradiating

cavity induced modulated electromagnetic signal
exceeds a threshold.
*

*

*

*
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